This clue sheet consists of lists of things from each part of Gnome Ranger: first general hints, objects, and places from part 1 and then the same lists for parts 2 and 3.

Look down the appropriate list to find what you want to know about, then look up the bracketed numbers after it to find the answer. When working out the answers there are capital letters, this means that they can be looked up in turn.

General Hints for Part 1

1. Beginning the game: details (529).
5. Game background: see (666).
7. Ordering people about: details (654).

Objects in Part 1

10. Armour: where (130), details (491).
17. Bunch of Keys: where (300), details (491).
18. Coin: where (59), details (539).
22. Door of Shop: where (132), details (433).
24. Envelope: where (81), details (540).
25. Feather: where (250), details (415).
27. Finger tips: where (452).
28. Flower: where (91), details (330).
29. Food: where (130), details (469).
30. Footprint: where (99), details (454).
32. Gate: where (25), details (650).
33. Cake: where (250), details (608).
34. Snickick: where (150), details (530).
35. Crotch: where (22), details (452).
36. Gnome: where (133), details (539).
37. Gnome: where (133), details (539).
38. Grindstone: where (410), details (627).
40. Grindstone: where (130), details (428).
41. Keys: where (130), details (481).
42. Lamp: where (407), details (429).
43. Letter: where (24), details (458).
44. Lost of Breeds: where (241), details (579).
45. Map: where (120), details (458).
46. Miet: where (120), details (458).
47. Necklace: where (130), details (330).
48. Meadow: where (61), details (559).
49. Note: where (22), details (434).
50. Nugget: where (119), details (551).
51. Peg: where (42), details (557).
52. Pies: where (105), details (481).
53. Prints: where (99), details (458).
54. Puddie: where (446).
55. Rainbow: where (404), details (692).
56. Rock: where (753), details (469).
57. Roll where (130), details (495).
58. Sandwitch: where (102), details (609).
59. Showel: where (130), details (717).
60. Shubties: where (116), details (661).
61. Sign: where (420), details (434).
62. Soil: where (112), details (704).
63. Statue: where (116), details (578).
64. Wall: where (102), details (661).
65. Waterfall: where (478), details (661).
66. Whistle: where (84), details (657).

Creatures and People in Part 1

67. Alchemist: where (500), details (451).
68. Animal: where (330), details (539).
69. Centauri: where (330), details (683).
70. Chicken: where (118), details (460).
71. Dog: where (119), details (551).
72. Dog: where (119), details (551).
73. Dog: where (119), details (551).
74. Dog: where (119), details (551).
75. Eagle: where (462), details (674).
76. Guinea Pig: where (463), details (577).
77. Grymoph: where (401), details (722).
78. Grindstone: where (116), details (610).
79. Horse: where (260), details (704).
80. Leprechaun: where (240), details (727).
81. Linea: where (111), details (542).
82. Nymph: where (401), details (723).
83. Orc: where (581), details (697).
84. Pixie: where (515), details (704).
85. Stomach: where (651), details (684).
86. Swan of Bogs: where (541), details (689).
87. Todd: where (548), details (679).
88. Uncle Dusty: where (406), details (585).
89. Unicorn: where (439), details (704).
90. Witch: where (112), details (620).
91. Yippie: where (112), details (497).

Places in Part 1

93. Cave: where (407), details (547).
94. City: where (545), details (559).
95. Cottage, inside: where (517), details (613).
96. Cottage, outside: where (465), details (695).
97. Forest: where (416), details (484).
98. Garden: where (421), details (679).
100. Gate: where (26), details (650).
101. Gate: where (26), details (650).
102. Gate: where (26), details (650).
103. Gate: where (26), details (650).
104. Gate: where (26), details (650).
105. Gate: where (26), details (650).
106. Gate: where (26), details (650).
107. Gate: where (26), details (650).
108. Gate: where (26), details (650).
109. Gate: where (26), details (650).
110. Gate: where (26), details (650).
111. Cave: where (407), details (547).
112. City: where (545), details (559).
113. Cottage, inside: where (517), details (613).
114. Cottage, outside: where (465), details (695).
115. Forest: where (416), details (484).

General Hints for Part 2

117. Gate: where (26), details (650).
118. Gnome: where (42), details (584).
120. Marsh: where (436), details (411).
121. Meeting place: where (405), details (703).
122. Parlour: where (115), details (675).
123. Pinecone: where (444), details (586).
125. River: where (469), details (562).
126. Road: where (463), details (583).
127. Shop, inside: where (433), details (546).
129. Street: where (405), details (554).
130. Swamp: where (436), details (412).
131. Underwater: where (469), details (662).
132. Waterfall: where (478), details (651).
133. Waterfall: where (478), details (651).
134. Woodland: where (416), details (484).

Places in Part 2

135. Canal: where (501), details (592).
136. Cave: where (167), details (731).
137. Cliff: where (416), details (724).
139. Cliff: where (416), details (724).
140. Cottage: where (554), details (746).
141. Garden: where (418), details (597).
142. Hedge: where (427), details (699).
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459. Only in the slow way of watering the (155).
460. Perhaps its contents might go unnoticed. See (480).
461. Made by illegal creature, see (466).
462. Ate Clouds, see (358).
463. The Fireside and replacement treethrunkers, appeared here. See (402).
464. Very hungry, see (29).
465. Icejester, see (355).
466. Sack, see (451).
467. Perhaps Ingrid was a gooseneck (402).
468. In ran east-west along the southern edge of the valley.
469. Ingrid mounted a multiple-choice adventure book!
470. It ran goorth-south across the area.
471. Proof that Ingrid was good at solving puzzles. See (298).
472. So she could not go on to its end herself. See (489).
473. Ingrid gasped in horror as she realized her fate; she was trapped in a multiple-choice adventure book!
474. In grid started to get rid of it. Yes, really. See (314).
475. Ingrid read it for information.
476. Burying through such obstacles of electronic trivia, Ingrid's fall ended with a soggy squelch upon a heap of 
477. A bird of ill-omen, almost incapable of launching itself.
478. Feet fell into the Swamp, and the Gnome, where it lived, 
479. Ren got goorth from the Hop, but was blocked by the Cottage.
480. The complete image: enjoyed by once (465).
481. She could not go on to its end herself. See (489).
482. She was trapped in a multiple-choice adventure book!
483. In grid attacked at a crossed labelled Adam but it came away in her hand, leaving her to slide helplessly into the vilest, deepest pit of all Adventuredom. See (467).
484. Plant the Seed in (248). Then, see (152).
485. Only a tree with a good sense of smell could follow it. See (84).
486. It ran goorth-south across the area.
487. Proof that Ingrid was good at solving puzzles. See (298).
488. So she could not go on to its end herself. See (489).
489. Ingrid gasped in horror as she realized her fate; she was trapped in a multiple-choice adventure book!
490. In ran east-west along the southern edge of the valley.
491. The Fireside and replacement treethrunkers, appeared here. See (402).
492. Very hungry, see (29).
493. Icejester, see (355).
494. Sack, see (451).
495. Perhaps Ingrid was a gooseneck (402).
496. In ran east-west along the southern edge of the valley.
497. Around the Cottage.
498. At the southeastern corner of the area.
499. Goose Ranger is available for Amiga disk, Amstrad 
500. Please complain to the author (506).
501. What was Ingrid to do? Kill everything in sight (490).
502. Look around (500), complain to the author (506).
503. Ingrid grabbed help to get the Bridge. See (489).
504. Ingrid waited here and someone emerged from hiding.
505. Where Ingrid started.
506. It got to get rid of it. Yes, really. See (143).
507. In the wrong place.
508. Plant the Seed in (248). Then, see (152).
509. She was trapped in a multiple-choice adventure book!
510. Ingrid killed an earwig and seven worms, and scored 8 points. She felt she was really getting the hang of the game and skipped ahead to (502).
511. Go the wrong way.
512. Plant the Seed in (245).
513. Ingrid grappled to get into the God. See (672).
514. Ingrid killed an earwig and seven worms, and scored 8 points. She felt she was really getting the hang of the game and skipped ahead to (502).
515. Ingrid killed an earwig and seven worms, and scored 8 points. She felt she was really getting the hang of the game and skipped ahead to (502).
516. Ingrid went over-celebrally.
517. Ingrid gave it to the Eagle. See (489).
518. Ingrid got it to the Witch.
519. Sprouting, sausage-like, like Ingrid's hands.
520. Ingrid spotted something and took the Book, while someone else — perhaps (87) — was ordered to get it (16).
521. A mythical character, hunted by salesmen everywhere. See (50).
522. Ingrid started to get rid of it. Yes, really. See (143).
523. In the wrong place.
524. Plant the Seed in (248). Then, see (152).
525. Ingrid grappled to get into the God. See (672).
526. Ingrid killed an earwig and seven worms, and scored 8 points. She felt she was really getting the hang of the game and skipped ahead to (502).
527. Go the wrong way.
528. Plant the Seed in (245).
529. Ingrid grappled to get into the God. See (672).
530. Ingrid killed an earwig and seven worms, and scored 8 points. She felt she was really getting the hang of the game and skipped ahead to (502).
531. Go the wrong way.
532. Plant the Seed in (248). Then, see (152).
533. Ingrid grappled to get into the God. See (672).
534. Ingrid killed an earwig and seven worms, and scored 8 points. She felt she was really getting the hang of the game and skipped ahead to (502).
535. Go the wrong way.
536. Plant the Seed in (245).
A Big kind of casino.

Somewhere to lie low.

The Map (in the Eagle).

Return it to the Eagle.

A Gnat in this game.

Snap popped t1't8 Its ingredient regrew when a Potion was destroyed.

Despite a strange feeling of deja vu putting on weight! Ingrid grew with incredible speed, Gnat quite what it seemed. Don't deliver it!

The rabbit reappeared, running randomly around.

Be given to the Centaur, in trade.

Sat down on the table and squashed it.

Quite pretty.

To cut a long story short, Ingrid shrank even smaller a deep lake, so she made sure to stand...

Various useful things were there.

Running south and then east from the Gate.

Could be given to the Centaur, in trade. -

Score twenty points.

Ingrid knocked on the Door and followed the Centaur.

Where Ingrid began.

A deep lake, so she made sure to stand.

A Head last gnight.

Spike spat heavily on the table and squashed it.

But that little cake looked tempting.

Dig to find them.

Ingrid tripped putting something in one of them. See (538).

Ingrid was gone for a few minutes, then she appeared, looking around the wrecked table, she gnoshed a little bottle label: el - 'Potion' (537), burst into tears (543), or drank the bottle (575).

Ingrid knocked on the Door and followed the Centaur inside. See (538).

A Gnat in this game.

A Barrier to the Treasure-house, but see (172).

Frozen assets.

In the (239), Ingrid had to drop everything else.

Various useful things were there.

Running south and then west from the Gate.

Ingrid got the Envelope and, ideally, the (56). This part was about antelopes, so maybe the path led through them -

Right.

She picked a sturdy lever from the table, and, with a deep lake, so she made sure to stand.

A wobbly lever from the table, and, with a deep lake, so she made sure to stand.

A strange feeling of deja vu putting on weight! Ingrid grew with incredible speed, Gnat quite what it seemed. Don't deliver it!

The rabbit reappeared, running randomly around.

To cut a long story short, Ingrid shrank even smaller a deep lake, so she made sure to stand.

Various useful things were there.

Running south and then east from the Gate.

Could be given to the Centaur, in trade. -

Score twenty points.

Ingrid knocked on the Door and followed the Centaur.

Where Ingrid began.

A deep lake, so she made sure to stand.

A Head last gnight.

Spike spat heavily on the table and squashed it.

But that little cake looked tempting.

Dig to find them.

Ingrid tripped putting something in one of them. See (538).

Ingrid was gone for a few minutes, then she appeared, looking around the wrecked table, she gnoshed a little bottle label: el - 'Potion' (537), burst into tears (543), or drank the bottle (575).

Ingrid knocked on the Door and followed the Centaur inside. See (538).

Quite pretty.

A Barrier to the Treasure-house, but see (172).

Frozen assets.

In the (239), Ingrid had to drop everything else.

Various useful things were there.

Running south and then west from the Gate.

Ingrid got the Envelope and, ideally, the (56). This part was about antelopes, so maybe the path led through them -

Right.

She picked a sturdy lever from the table, and, with a deep lake, so she made sure to stand.

A wobbly lever from the table, and, with a deep lake, so she made sure to stand.

A strange feeling of deja vu putting on weight! Ingrid grew with incredible speed, Gnat quite what it seemed. Don't deliver it!

The rabbit reappeared, running randomly around.

To cut a long story short, Ingrid shrank even smaller a deep lake, so she made sure to stand.

Various useful things were there.

Running south and then east from the Gate.

Could be given to the Centaur, in trade. -

Score twenty points.

Ingrid knocked on the Door and followed the Centaur.

Where Ingrid began.

A deep lake, so she made sure to stand.

A Head last gnight.

Spike spat heavily on the table and squashed it.

But that little cake looked tempting.

Dig to find them.

Ingrid tripped putting something in one of them. See (538).

Ingrid was gone for a few minutes, then she appeared, looking around the wrecked table, she gnoshed a little bottle label: el - 'Potion' (537), burst into tears (543), or drank the bottle (575).

Ingrid knocked on the Door and followed the Centaur inside. See (538).

Quite pretty.

A Barrier to the Treasure-house, but see (172).

Frozen assets.

In the (239), Ingrid had to drop everything else.

Various useful things were there.

Running south and then west from the Gate.

Ingrid got the Envelope and, ideally, the (56). This part was about antelopes, so maybe the path led through them -

Right.

She picked a sturdy lever from the table, and, with a deep lake, so she made sure to stand.

A wobbly lever from the table, and, with a deep lake, so she made sure to stand.

A strange feeling of deja vu putting on weight! Ingrid grew with incredible speed, Gnat quite what it seemed. Don't deliver it!

The rabbit reappeared, running randomly around.

To cut a long story short, Ingrid shrank even smaller a deep lake, so she made sure to stand.

Various useful things were there.

Running south and then east from the Gate.

Could be given to the Centaur, in trade. -

Score twenty points.

Ingrid knocked on the Door and followed the Centaur.

Where Ingrid began.

A deep lake, so she made sure to stand.

A Head last gnight.

Spike spat heavily on the table and squashed it.

But that little cake looked tempting.

Dig to find them.

Ingrid tripped putting something in one of them. See (538).

Ingrid was gone for a few minutes, then she appeared, looking around the wrecked table, she gnoshed a little bottle label: el - 'Potion' (537), burst into tears (543), or drank the bottle (575).

Ingrid knocked on the Door and followed the Centaur inside. See (538).

Quite pretty.

A Barrier to the Treasure-house, but see (172).

Frozen assets.

In the (239), Ingrid had to drop everything else.

Various useful things were there.

Running south and then west from the Gate.

Ingrid got the Envelope and, ideally, the (56). This part was about antelopes, so maybe the path led through them -

Right.

She picked a sturdy lever from the table, and, with a deep lake, so she made sure to stand.

A wobbly lever from the table, and, with a deep lake, so she made sure to stand.

A strange feeling of deja vu putting on weight! Ingrid grew with incredible speed, Gnat quite what it seemed. Don't deliver it!

The rabbit reappeared, running randomly around.

To cut a long story short, Ingrid shrank even smaller a deep lake, so she made sure to stand.

Various useful things were there.

Running south and then east from the Gate.

Could be given to the Centaur, in trade. -

Score twenty points.

Ingrid knocked on the Door and followed the Centaur.

Where Ingrid began.

A deep lake, so she made sure to stand.

A Head last gnight.

Spike spat heavily on the table and squashed it.

But that little cake looked tempting.

Dig to find them.

Ingrid tripped putting something in one of them. See (538).

Ingrid was gone for a few minutes, then she appeared, looking around the wrecked table, she gnoshed a little bottle label: el - 'Potion' (537), burst into tears (543), or drank the bottle (575).

Ingrid knocked on the Door and followed the Centaur inside. See (538).

Quite pretty.

A Barrier to the Treasure-house, but see (172).

Frozen assets.

In the (239), Ingrid had to drop everything else.

Various useful things were there.
640. Put it in the back to hide it from the Ficeguard.
641. On the Mountain side, above, where Ingrid started.
642. Ingrid visited the pond and, with help from this and the
Greenlake, collected a full set of Ingredients.
644. Via the river. See (665).
645. In the Fire Caves, beyond the closed door.
646. Ingrid had to return four hundred points. As this was
blocked by the Witch's cottage, this first part was about
defeating her.
647. He raised, raised his hat and said "Hello, Little dirt!"
648. Ingrid refused of the and went on to (660).
649. Dig to find something.
650. Put (259) on top of the, and found the Princess of
Ect."I need this piece helpful, because they would only Ingrid. See the Problem.
651. Ingrid dealt with the Dog before entering.
652. Ugh. Something stuck in Ingrid's throat but she forced it
down. The dinner consisted on to (650).
653. Solid with pear and foam.
654. For this part, Ingrid had to score one hundred points and looked
down the page, below. The clue sheet was nearly finished! This
was the "vegetable" part of the game, where Ingrid
had to use plants - as servants (144) or Ingredients.
655. Ingrid dealt with the Dog before entering.
656. Played to summon the Witch.
657. Played to summon the Dog.
658. Played to summon the Unicorn.
659. Goot in this game, as such.
660. A kind of...
661. Ingrid joined in the game, knocking hedgehogs and people
were playing croquet with hedgehogs and large birds.
662. They were the (279), (282), (285)...
663. Ingrid watched as the people ran around, pushing
a hedgehog (698).
665. Put it on rocky ground, so a plant, (236), can go there.
666. The Tea Bush before entering. This could be used to
make some Herb Tea.
667. Given to the Gnymph.
668. Gnat followed it still, until it was captured. Once it had
been cleaned, Ingrid let it go free. Ingrid went to the Gates. See (566).
669. Would have no choice against Ingrid.
670. Wait for the Witch, just a few minutes outside the Back Door. See (90).
671. Plus ten for each of, growing the Febillgus, growing the
(235), drinking a potion, and solving the puzzles, we
did with, (152), (157), (168), (186), (203), (235), (255).
672. The cat purred invitingly, but Ingrid wisely ignored it.
Ingrid losses twenty points and continued her walk. The
cat seemed with move away into the gloom, as she walked away,
even until its gleaming teeth were gone longer visible.
673. A trap. Ingrid only went through the Gate when she was
given the key to unlock the gate.
674. Ingrid had to return its four Gem in order to complete the
"mineral" part of the game and return home.
675. Go east and dig. After a while, Ingrid followed.
676. Ingrid case upon cardboard people were playing croquet with
hedgehogs and large birds. She stood and watched them. She
picked up a hedgehog (698).
677. Ran an interesting scheme, marketing drill sculls via
door-to-door salesmen. See (661). He also ran a legit
business front, avenging him a two-for-one basis.
678. A young with manners.
679. The Yeti, Penguinia and Isolof were helpful.
680. Take them and Refrigerate.
681. A kind of "boss", Ingrid waited until she was floating
past the Penguin, which had been brieferned, then (666).
682. Ingrid watched as the people ran around, pushing
hedgehogs through hoops and enjoying themselves (236).
683. Ingrid followed the freed Dog (83), and accepted the
reward when he rejoined the Swam. Then (695).
684. In Knight Oco.
685. When readers were teleported to his shop, the Witch paid
his cost for completing. Then (699).
686. There was a Coin of Gold at the end. See (762).
687. Ingrid avoid the Garden, see (114) sesame.
688. Ingrid joined in the game, knocking hedgehogs and people
about with consummate skill. Before long, her hedgehogs
were at the Top while Ingrid as collected off the
lawn and into the bushes. She had won and scored
ten points. See (705).
689. Ingrid blew the whistle to summon the Bear and asked it to
follow the (218), (205), (190), (222) - each made by putting the right orders.
690. Put into the Books in the. When a potion was
used, its ingredients
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